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The world as we know it has turned upside down and  
backwards.  We take one step forward and three steps back.  
They call this the New Normal.  But, I cannot accept that.  I 

miss my family, my friends, and my colleagues.  I miss my students 
and my staff.  For many, the isolation is unbearable.  The desire to 
be out in the world and the desire to keep our loved ones safe are at 
odds with each other daily.

No matter which side of the political spectrum you identify 
with, I think that we all agree that our leaders and the media are 

nonsensical.  When the biggest news to share is a Fly on the head of our VP (with 
images of other leaders from the past with the same issue).  I wonder what kind of a 
world we are leaving for the next generation.  What truths are we being offered?  What 
questions are not being answered?  What don’t we know that we should know? 

And, in the middle of all this are our children.  An eighth grader asked the most 
important question of the candidates for VP at the debate.  She asked, “When I watch 
the news, all I see is arguing between Democrats and Republicans. When I watch the news, 
all I see is citizen fighting against citizen. When I watch the news, all I see are two candidates 
from opposing parties trying to tear each other down. If our leaders can’t get along, how are 
the citizens supposed to get along?”  Out of the mouth of babes!

Through a pandemic, through a vicious election, through protests and riots, once 
again schools are called to provide “some normalcy” to our school communities.  Our 
children have lost so much in the year 2020.  Their social emotional well-being is at 
play not to mention their education.

The DOE provided models for reopening which put students in classes for up to 5 
days a month.  I suppose something is better than nothing but many schools including 
mine have been shut down again only a week into in-person learning.  Remote learning, 
though imperfect, is at least consistent.  For our communities, which rely on schools for 
childcare, these policies are causing upheavals because their children are either online 
all day or in school for a miniscule amount of time each month.  Online resources 
work intermittently.   Providing services for students with special needs is extremely 
challenging.  As directives change, so does our staffing.  Taxing our already shortage of 
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staff, a new guidance arrives providing more teachers the opportunity to work from home.  I do not disagree with the 
policy.  I just do not understand how it was put forth after school had begun.  In person school was postponed twice 
and yet schools were still not ready to receive students.

Many schools opened with incomplete staff.  Teachers scrambled to put together comprehensive lessons.  Parents 
have become teachers’ aids (if not teachers) to support their children in their own homes.  Administration is expected 
to meet all mandates as they have in the past in addition to new ones because of COVID.  Safety plans, consolidated 
plans, fire drills, monitoring students, monitoring teachers, monitoring grades are just part of the many aspects of our 
lives.  We spend hours locating students who have not “signed in” to class to ensure they are safe.  In a “regular” school 
year, these tasks can be overwhelming with impossible deadlines.  But this year when we are monitoring both in person 
and remote instruction, it is seemingly impossible to do these tasks with any fidelity.  Many administrators, parents 
and children are feeling a disconnect.

And in the middle are our children!  As you work to provide a safe learning environment in this alternate universe, 
we need to remember that what affects society, affects our children.  Our students need consistency and support now 
more than ever.   Policies and directives need to be issued thoughtfully, providing time for school leaders to prepare for 
changes.   Students must be helped to understand the political and social environment in which we are presently living.  
Schools must provide room for flexibility and understanding along with emotional and academic support, because IN 
THE MIDDLE ARE OUR CHILDREN!

Stay healthy and strong!

Steffani Fanizzi
PS 153K
Assistant Principal

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world”
NelsoN MaNdela
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reMeMberiNg Justice ruth bAder giNsberg

“Fight for the things that you care about,
but do it in a way that will lead others to join you.” – RBG

RBG played a key role in landmark Supreme Court cases

US v Virginia 1996 – Allowed women to attend the last all male undergraduate college or 
university, Virginia Military Institute.

Bush v Gore 2000 – “I DISSENT!”, on court’s decision to grant Bush’s motion to stop the count. 

Obergefull v Hodges 2015 – Granted same sex couples the right to marry.

Shelby County v Holder 2013 – Wrote the dissenting opinion on a decision that gutted the 
Voting Rights Act. “Throwing out preclearance when it has worked or is continuing to work to 
stop discrimination changes, is like throwing away your umbrella in a rainstorm because you are 
not getting wet.”

Sessions v Dimaya 2018 – Struck down legislation that allows non-citizens to be expelled from 
the country.

Olmstead v LC 1999 – Rights of people with mental disabilities to continue living in their 
communities.

Ledbetter v Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company 2007 – Dissent on gender-based wage 
discrimination, later led to the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act signed by President Obama in 2009.

Whole Women’s Health v Hellerstedt 2016 – Restrictive abortion bill in Texas was struck down.

“I DISSENT!”
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MArtiN sAFrAN citizeNshiP AwArds ANd

stewArt weiNer schOlArshiP 2020
By Gail Irizarry

The late Martin Safran was the epitome of an assistant 
principal.  Every year in his honor, the Association of 
Assistant Principals presents 15 public school students 
with a $100 award in his honor for exemplary service to 
their schools and communities.

At the same time, the AAP awards the Stewart Weiner 
Scholarship of $1,000 to deserving college-bound high 
school seniors whose parents are active AAP members. The 
award was established in honor of the late Stewart Weiner, 
former assistant principal of PS 20, in Manhattan.

In the Spring of 2020, we encountered the obvious 
challenge of a global pandemic that resulted in the closure 
of our schools which changed all of our lives. Nevertheless, 
the AAP executive board tenaciously reviewed all the 
applications and held remote meetings from their homes.  
We thank the executive board and its members for their 
commitment to these venerable scholarships and awards 
and to the students of New York City.

These young scholars, through their hard work, 
dedication, service and leadership, are fit to be recipients 
of Martin Safran Award and Stewart Weiner Scholarship.

We are grateful for all the scholars who show their 
care and commitment to service and leadership in their 
communities, and to the members who nominated them. 
Today they are leaders in their respective elementary, 
middle and high schools. All recipients received their 
scholarships in June 2020.

As we forge ahead during this unusual and challenging 
new school year, please be on the lookout for scholars who 
are selflessly serving their school community.  They are our 
heroes and potential recipients of the 2021 Martin Safran 
Awards.

--  Gail Irizarry, an Assistant Principal at JHS 383, is 
Executive Vice President of the AAP.

2020 Martin Safran Award
 School
Recipient District
Chloe Celisca IS 14-D22
Olivia Bennett IS 278-D22
Sienna Flood IS 278-D22
Brandon Navarro IS 347-D32
Debbie Chen IS 383-D32
Nishat Nabilah IS 383-D32
Jordan Armstead IS 383-D32
Chyna Hicks IS 49-D31
Julia McConnell PS 1-D31
Emily Schroeder  PS 1-D31
Saray Hinton PS 196-D14
Myrie Grady PS 196-D14
Maragaret Castiglia PS 196-D28
Suzanna  Vinnitsky PS 90-D21
Avery Ameer Ali PS/IS 95-D21

Stewart Weiner Scholarship

Recipients High School

Rudy Etzel  Cardinal Spellman High School - attending 
Fairfield University

Haley Sim  Bronx High School of Science - attending 
Fordham University

Metchersa Kamit Preparatory Institute - attending
Smith The College of New Jersey
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Since the onset of the pandemic, school leaders have been receiving mixed messages and muddled guidanc 
e from the Mayor and the Chancellor.  As professionals, we managed to limp through mid-March to June, tr ying 
to provide the best support for our teachers and students.  We were hopeful that City Hall and the cha ncellor’s 
staff would devise a plan to open schools safely in September for all parties involved.  Appare ntly, extending 
full remote learning a few months was not an option worth considering, even as news o f an uptick or second 
wave emerged, and evidence that many school buildings were not able to meet safety  guidelines for in school 
learning.  Moreover, the projected teacher shortage had administrators scratch ing their heads and scrounging 
for promised bodies that did not exist.

What happened after Labor Day was inexcusable.  There were so many changes to DOE policies and school  
reopening plans that student programming had to be adjusted time and time again.  Many of our membe rs 
had to rework teacher and student schedules multiple times.  On September 27th, the CSA executi ve board 
members passed a unanimous vote of no confidence against Mayor DiBlasio and Chance llor Carranza for 
failing to effectively lead the reopening of NYC schools.  CSA is seeking intervention from t he State to lead the 
NYC school system through this health crisis.

 Yet, as AAP follows members and other educators on Twitter, we found the messages uplifting.  Many 
o f you tweeted about wonderful events and photos of happy children at your schools, solving proble ms by 
collaborating with leaders from other schools, sharing ideas and strategies on how to help staff as well  as 
students stay positive and cope with remote learning, posting inspiring quotes etc.  It is wonderful to see  the 
school communities come together, despite numerous setbacks, to overcome obstacles.  Your resilien ce is 
admirable.  Please continue to be optimistic and thank you for all that you do.

resilieNce-uNiON strONg
By Jinny Chung (Retired AP)

Photo credit: cnn.com Photo credit: usnews.com Photo credit: cnn.com
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AAP meeting via Zoom 9-9-2020
Moderated by AAP President Steffani Fanizzi

Topics discussed:

•  October AAP conference cancelled.  Plan for possible 2021 conference.
•  DOE guidance on Special Education policies is forthcoming.
•  Plan to identify and recognize AP(s) who support their communities above and beyond the call of 

duty.
•  CSA new member receptions will be conducted virtually.
•  Direct any safety questions and concerns to our point person at CSA - First Vice President Rose-

Marie Sinclair
•  Election Day- Students will be given work.  Teachers will not be teaching live.
•  There is an AP hiring freeze.  Some schools have zero AP.
•  Every district has a storage facility where masks, hand sanitizers can be obtained.
•  N95 masks- designated for use by medical room staff (nurse).
•  Light-weight blue gowns designated for use in isolation room.
•  Heavy duty coverup gowns- for cleaning people and positive cases
•  Face shields, masks and gloves designated for BRT
•  Clear plastic masks- Speech workers
•  Every classroom should have gloves, hand sanitizers, disinfectant wipes and sprays.
•  APs are mandated to be BRT Leaders.
•  Make sure you take precautions for yourself before responding to a situation e.g. de-escalating.
•  Please refer to the DOE site for guidance and protocol regarding protection from COVID-19.
•  Safran and Weiner Scholarship nominations by APs will continue digitally.  Details to follow.
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AAP Membership
Contact Bob Kingsley

aapexecdir@earthlink.net

Member News and Voices
We would love to print your stories.

Email photos and/or stories to
Jchung383@gmail.com
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Stay Focused and Vigilant 
 New York is doing something right

Please see graphs below which show COVID cases in each of the five boroughs since March 
2020.  Data from https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doh/covid/covid-19-data-boroughs.page updated as 
of 10/20/2020.
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